Cotranslational folding is expected to occur when the folding speed of the nascent chain is faster than the translation speed of the ribosome, but it is difficult to predict which proteins cotranslationally fold. Here, we simulate evolution of model proteins to investigate how native structure influences evolution of cotranslational folding. We developed a model that connects protein folding during and after translation to cellular fitness. Model proteins evolved improved folding speed and stability, with proteins adopting one of two strategies for folding quickly. Low contact order proteins evolve to fold cotranslationally. Such proteins adopt native conformations early on during the translation process, with each subsequently translated residue establishing additional native contacts. On the other hand, high contact order proteins tend not to be stable in their native conformations until the full chain is nearly extruded. We also simulated evolution of slowly translating codons, finding that slowing translation at certain positions enhances cotranslational folding. Finally, we investigated real protein structures using a previously published dataset that identified evolutionarily conserved rare codons in E. coli genes and associated such codons with cotranslational folding intermediates. We found that protein substructures preceding conserved rare codons tend to have lower contact orders, in line with our finding that lower contact order proteins are more likely to fold cotranslationally. Our work shows how evolutionary selection pressure can cause proteins with local contact topologies to evolve cotranslational folding.
Introduction
Ribosomes synthesize proteins residue by residue. The ordered emergence of the polypeptide permits cotranslational formation of the protein native structure (1) (2) (3) . Examples of cotranslational folding processes include forming folding intermediates (4-7), domain-wise protein folding (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , and adoption of α-helices and other compact structures in the ribosome exit tunnel (12) (13) (14) . Cotranslational folding has been shown to enhance protein folding yield by preventing misfolding and aggregation (6, (15) (16) (17) (18) .
Recent genomic studies from our group and others provide complementary evidence that cotranslational folding has been evolutionarily selected for (19, 20) . Specifically, examination of sequence-aligned homologous genes found that rare codons are evolutionarily conserved. Rare codons are translated at slower rates, and translational slowing along the transcript may facilitate formation of native structure (21) . The study from our group examined E. coli proteins in particular, finding that conserved rare codons are often located downstream of cotranslational folding intermediates that were identified using a native-centric model of cotranslational protein folding (20) . In a subsequent computational study using a more realistic all-atom sequence-based potential, we found that the positions of slowly translating, rare codons could correspond to nascent chains lengths that exhibit stable partly folded states as well as fast folding kinetics (22) .
While these findings suggest mechanistic reasons for the evolution of cotranslational folding, there is still no clear understanding of which proteins are likely to fold cotranslationally. Many proteins fold posttranslationally (11, 23, 24) or with the assistance of chaperones (25, 26) . Additionally, it is unclear to what degree sequences have evolved to optimize either cotranslational or posttranslational folding. To address these questions, we used an evolutionary modeling approach (27) . We constructed a fitness function that depends on outcomes of protein translation and folding. We then simulated evolution of coarse-grained lattice proteins, whose folding performance we evaluate using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of protein translation and folding.
We hypothesized that proteins with local contact topologies would evolve to fold cotranslationally since such topologies are likely to permit piecewise assembly of the native fold. To this end, our evolutionary simulations investigate prototypical lattice proteins of varying contact orders (28) . We find that evolved proteins with low contact order fold cotranslationally, with nascent chains adopting native-like conformations beginning when proteins are about two-thirds translated. For high contact order proteins, native structures are only stable toward the end of translation, when translation nears completion. Separately, we assessed the fitness effect of rare codons by simulating translation with a longer elongation interval for individual codons, finding that only proteins that fold early on during translation show improvements in fitness from slow codons at positions aside from the C-terminus. We then performed a bioinformatics investigation using data from our previously published work, which associated rare codons with cotranslational folding intermediates in E. coli proteins (20) . In agreement with the simulation results, protein substructures preceding rare codons are lower in contact order than random substructures in proteins without conserved rare codons. Our work mechanistically explains how proteins with local contact topologies can evolve cotranslational folding through nonsynonymous mutations that stabilize partial-length native states and synonymous mutations that provide additional time for such native states to form. A protein undergoing translation may reach the native state before or after release from the ribosome. After it is released, the free protein is vulnerable to degradation if it is not in its native state. The protein can only carry out its function when it is in the native state. (B) Example cotranslational folding trajectory in which the protein folds posttranslationally. The point at which the protein is complete but still tethered to the ribosome is indicated by the vertical dotted line. Top: folded/unfolded states depicted by number of native contacts formed. Middle: Survival probability !(#) (Eq. 2), which decreases after translation if the protein is not in its native state. Bottom: Cumulative protein activity (Eq. 4), which increases when the protein is in the native state. (C) Evolutionary simulation scheme for evolving proteins. For each generation, a trial mutation is assessed via cotranslational folding simulations (as shown in (A)). The time to fold # * and native state stability & nat determine total protein activity (Eq. 5), which, averaged over multiple folding trajectories, determines cellular fitness. The mutation is fixed with probability *. To simulate evolution of lattice protein sequences, we built a model relating outcomes of protein translation and folding to cellular fitness. A protein undergoing translation can reach its native state during or after translation (Fig. 1A) . Following translation, a free protein not in its native state is vulnerable to degradation or aggregation with other proteins, processes assumed here to be irreversible. We consider the survival probability of a protein in the cellular environment over time. Let !(#) be the probability that a protein survives to time # with # = 0 being the time the protein leaves the ribosome and !(0) = 1. For a protein not in its native state, there is some rate . / 
Methods

Model connecting protein translation and folding to cellular fitness
where 3(#) = {0, 1} is an indicator function whose value is 1 when the protein is in its native state at time #. Under this model, !(#) does not decrease if the protein is in its native state. The half-lives of unstable proteins are as short as a few minutes (29) (30) (31) ), compared to hours or days for stable proteins (29, 31, 32) , justifying this assumption. A protein thus has a higher survival probability if it folds quickly and remains stably folded.
We next model how !(#) affects the activity of the protein over time. We assume a protein can perform its biological function only when in its native state and if it has not been degraded. Based on these assumptions, the total cumulative activity of the protein (e.g. enzymatic output), A BCBDE , is probabilistically described by the following equation:
where . F is an activity rate constant (which we set to 1), and L is some long timescale corresponding to the period of time that the protein is biologically relevant, such as the length of the cell cycle.
Fig . 1B illustrates the relationship between protein folding, survival, and activity for a single protein folding trajectory. In this particular trajectory, the protein folds posttranslationally. During translation, the protein is not vulnerable to degradation, and !(#) is 1. Following release from the ribosome, !(#) decreases for every time unit the protein is not in the native state. !(#) decreases at a higher rate during the initial passage to the folded state and then decreases more slowly after the protein enters the native state energy basin and fluctuates in and out of the native state. Protein activity only begins to accumulate after the protein reaches the native state. A BCBDE corresponds to cumulative activity at a later time T.
To reduce the amount of computation required for evaluating the protein activity function (Eq. 4), we assume proteins fluctuate on fast timescales in and out of the native state, occupying the native state with probability & MDB = ⟨3(#)⟩. After simplifications and applying this fast-fluctuation assumption (see Extended Methods in the Supporting Material), Eq. 4 becomes the following: Finally, we relate A total to cellular fitness, T. For convenience, we divide A total by total time L to rescale it to the range [0, 1]. We treat the protein as essential to cellular growth, and therefore its activity is related to cellular fitness. We use a metabolic flux-type equation to relate total protein activity to T (33-36):
where A = is a constant which sets the value of A total /L where fitness is half maximal. Together, Eqs. 5 and 6 formulate how protein folding kinetics and stability determine fitness in our model.
Evolutionary simulations using a lattice protein model
To explore how proteins evolve under prototypical functional selection, we ran evolutionary simulations that fix or reject mutations in a protein sequence based on the measured fitness. The evolutionary simulation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1C . We simulate evolution according to a discrete-generation monoclonal model in which, each generation, an arising mutation either fixes (takes over the entire population) or is lost. Our model organism has only a single gene, corresponding to the protein under investigation. Every generation, a mutation is made to the current sequence, and the fitness of the trial sequence, T′, is evaluated using protein folding simulations. A selection coefficient is calculated as Z = (T′ − T)/T (27) , and the mutation is fixed with probability
where [ is the population size. Eq. 7 comes from classical population genetics (37) .
In the fitness assessment, we use MC simulations of lattice model proteins undergoing translation. A lattice protein, as illustrated in Fig. 1A , treats protein residues as a connected set of vertices on a cubic lattice. Our model uses 20 amino acid types, whose interaction energy is given by a 20x20 interaction matrix (38) .
The MC simulations of translation and folding have two phases: translation and posttranslation. During translation, MC simulation alternates with addition of single residues to the C-terminus of the nascent chain. The length of MC simulation between elongations is set by the chain elongation interval. The nascent chain C-terminus is simulated as if tethered to an extended chain of infinite length (as illustrated in Fig. 1A) , representing yet to be translated residues emerging from the ribosome. No lattice protein residues may occupy this space, and there are no interactions between the protein and the untranslated residues. The protein remains tethered for one additional elongation interval after the final residue is added, representing the ribosome release interval (39) . During the posttranslation phase, the protein is no longer tethered and has no conformational restrictions. Fig. S2 in the Supporting Material shows example folding trajectories for sequences studied in this work. Because MC simulations are stochastic, multiple trajectories are used to estimate # * and & nat , and an average A total is used in Eq. 6. Additional details on simulation procedures are described in the Extended Methods in the Supporting Material.
The fitness function, as defined by Eqs. 5 and 6, by selecting for protein activity, effectively includes selection on folding kinetics and stability of proteins undergoing translation. As controls, we also ran the same evolutionary simulations under two alternative evolutionary scenarios in which we changed how we assessed fitness. In the first alternative scenario, we skip lattice protein translation. Instead, fitness assessments use MC simulations that begin with full-length proteins in a fully extended conformation, mimicking in vitro refolding and thereby making in vitro folding speed a determinant of fitness. The second alternative scenario ignores first passage time to the native state. In this case, MC simulations begin with full-length proteins already in their native conformations. # * in Eq. 5 is set to 0, and MC simulations only measure & MDB . Fitness in this scenario therefore depends on stability and does not depend on folding rate, although there may be selection for a slow unfolding rate. We refer to sequences evolved without translation as "evolved, no translation," and we refer to sequences starting in the native state as "evolved, no folding." The degradation rate, . / , and other simulation parameters remained unchanged for these alternative evolutionary scenarios.
Simulation parameters and analysis
The simulation time unit, #, is defined as # = MC step/protein length, which accounts for the local nature of the MC move set. The key simulation parameters are the elongation interval and degradation rate . / . Simulation parameters were chosen so that ratios of timescales between translation, protein folding, and degradation are biologically reasonable. An explanation of how simulation parameters were selected is given in the Extended Methods, and a listing of the parameters is shown in Table S1 in the Supporting Material.
A key characteristic of different lattice proteins simulated in this work is the topology of the native structure that the proteins fold to. Different structures differ in the degree to which residues forming native contacts are separated in primary sequence. Contact order is defined as
e contacts (8) where _ is the length of the protein, [ is the number of contacts, and b! c,d is the separation in primary sequence between contacting residues i and j (28).
Nine lattice protein native structures were selected from the representative 10,000 structure subset of 27-mers used in previous works (40, 41) . Each native structure arranges the chain in a 3x3x3 cubic native fold. Three each of low, medium, and high contact order structures were chosen. Initial sequences for evolution were designed to be thermodynamically stable in the selected native conformations via Z-score optimization (42) (43) (44) ; all initial sequence Z-scores were below -50. Table   S2 in the Supporting Material shows unevolved and evolved sequences for the protein structures used in this study.
Key quantities measured in simulations are first passage time to the native state, # * , folding stability, & nat , and native contacts formed. & nat is measured as the proportion of steps that the protein is in its native conformation, from the time that the protein reaches the native state until the end of the simulation. Proteins must be exactly in their native conformations to be considered native. For first passage time to the native state, # = 0 is defined as the start of the posttranslational phase of simulation in which the protein chain has no conformational restrictions. Native contact counts are either normalized by the maximum possible number of native contacts at a particular chain length or the number of native contacts in the full-length protein (28 for all lattice proteins in this work) and are typically reported as average values for each nascent chain length. For most results in this work, only data for nascent chain lengths of 15 through 27 are reported.
Results
Proteins evolve improved stability and kinetics Beginning with sequences designed for native state thermodynamic stability, we initiated evolutionary simulations. The evolutionary trajectories of the nine proteins are shown across Figs. S3 and S4 in the Supporting Material. In each trajectory, over the course of 1000 mutation attempts, a number of mutations were fixed. Occasionally, deleterious mutations were fixed because fitness evaluations using MC simulations are stochastic. Nonetheless, the fitnesses, folding stabilities, and folding speeds of the evolved sequences are improved over the unevolved sequences. The remaining discussion focuses on the evolved sequences from the end of evolutionary simulation and comparison with unevolved sequences or evolved sequences from alternative evolutionary scenarios.
The overall outcomes of evolutionary simulations are shown in Fig. 2 , which compares the fitnesses, folding stabilities, folding times, and native energies of the unevolved, initial sequences to those of the evolved sequences. The total protein activity (Eq. 5), which determines fitness (Eq. 6), is determined by the combination of stability (& nat ) and folding kinetics (the distribution of # * ). Here, protein folding stability is shown in terms of the two-state free energy Initial, unevolved sequences have moderate stabilities that improve with evolution. The unevolved sequences also fold slowly relative to the degradation timescale (1/. / ) of 200,000 time units: all medium and high contact order unevolved sequences have nonzero median first passage times, meaning that proteins fold posttranslationally in the majority of folding trajectories. The longest first passage times for unevolved sequences are greater than 10 9 time units, indicating that unevolved sequences enter long-lived kinetic traps. In comparison, evolved sequences fold much faster: only the evolved sequence for structure 4 has a nonzero folding median first passage time, of 9,000 time units. This indicates that cotranslational folding, defined as reaching the native state prior to release from the ribosome, occurs in the majority of folding trajectories for evolved sequences. Since most evolved sequence folding times are well within the degradation timescale, stability becomes the main determinant of fitness for evolved sequences, with evolved sequences folding to structures 2 and 7 having the highest stability and therefore the highest fitnesses. Later sections of this work will examine sequences folding to structures 2 and 7 more closely.
To probe the effect of different selection pressures, evolutionary simulations were also run under two alternative scenarios. The first alternative scenario, "no translation," simulates protein folding starting from full-length proteins in fully extended conformations. The second alternative scenario, "no folding," removes the initial first passage to the folded state by starting simulations with proteins already in their native conformations (effectively setting # * in Eq. 5 to 0). The properties of sequences obtained from evolution under these two alternative fitness scenarios are shown in Fig.  S5 in the Supporting Material. Note that although evolutionary simulations were performed using alternative fitness evaluations, the fitnesses and first passage times shown in Fig. S5 are obtained from evaluating all sequences using the regular fitness function evaluation which involves simulating protein translation and folding. We observe that evolving for in vitro refolding kinetics ("no translation" scenario) results in proteins that fold in the translational context just as fast as our regular sequences which evolved to fold with translation. The evolved "no translation" sequences, except that of structure 5, are less stable than sequences evolved with translation however, suggesting that an ordered build-up of protein native structure during translation allows sequences to evolve higher stability. On the other hand, the results of evolution under the "no folding" scenario shows that long-lived kinetic traps that hamper folding are not eliminated under an evolutionary scenario where folding rates do not affect protein activity and fitness.
The bottom-most plot in Fig. 2 shows the native state energies of unevolved and evolved sequences. We observe that for structures 1, 2, 3, and 6, evolved sequences have low native energies, whereas for structures 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9, evolved sequences have relatively higher native energies. These native energies reflect whether these proteins fold early on or late during translation, as we will discuss next.
Two opposing strategies for reaching the native state Nascent chain length
indicated by a horizontal line. All error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals obtained by bootstrap sampling per-trajectory values.
Our model proteins evolved sufficiently fast kinetics such that the majority of folding trajectories for evolved sequences exhibit cotranslational folding (Fig. 2) . To understand the nature of cotranslational folding in our model proteins, we examined the folding trajectories for our unevolved and evolved sequences. We first characterized trajectories by the fraction of possible native contacts formed at each nascent chain length, ⟨s⟩ t . This measure normalizes the number of native contacts formed at a particular chain length by the maximum number of native contacts that can possibly be formed at that chain length. Q is averaged over all trajectory samples at each chain length and over all trajectories, providing an ensemble-average folding trajectory.
In examining ⟨s⟩ t , we observe that the behavior of our evolved proteins falls into two groups, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Group 1 consists of low contact order structures 1, 2, and 3 as well as medium contact order structure 6. For evolved sequences in Group 1, ⟨s⟩ t is close to 1, indicating that nascent chains adopt native-like conformations in which nearly all possible native contacts are formed after growing beyond a chain length of 16 ( Fig. 3A) . Group 2 consists of medium contact order structures 4 and 5 and high contact order structures 7, 8, and 9. Evolved sequences in Group 2 do not develop high ⟨s⟩ t values until nascent chains grow to about 25 residues in length ( Fig. 3B) . Thus, we characterize Group 1 proteins as folding early on during translation and Group 2 proteins as folding toward the end of translation.
There are also differences in how sequences evolved, as illustrated by differences in ⟨s⟩ t between evolved and unevolved sequences. For Group 1, ⟨s⟩ t either increased or remained unchanged as a result of evolution (Fig. 3C ). Minimal change in ⟨s⟩ t reflects cases in which ⟨s⟩ t is already close to 1 for unevolved sequences (structures 1 and 3). Interestingly, for Group 2, evolved sequences other than the sequence folding to structure 9 have lower ⟨s⟩ t values at intermediate nascent chain lengths 15-22 compared to those of unevolved sequences ( Fig. 3D ) (Mann-Whitney U test between per-trajectory values at each length for each sequence, P < 0.0001). This indicates that evolved sequences form fewer native contacts at those lengths. To further understand these two kinds of proteins, we examined individual folding trajectories for each structure. Here, we switch to quantifying folding using native contact counts, to illustrate development of native structure during translation. Native contacts are normalized by the total number of native contacts for the full-length native conformation, which is 28 for all lattice proteins in this work. We focus on structures 2 and 7 as representatives of Group 1 and Group 2, respectively, since evolved sequences for structures 2 and 7 have the highest folding stability out of all nine evolved sequences. Individual folding trajectories for unevolved sequences folding to structures 2 and 7 are shown in Figs trajectories, with the majority of trajectories occupying native-like conformations during translation, and a minority of trajectories in partially-native states. Most trajectories reach nativelike states when the nascent chain is between 15 and 21 residues in length; trajectories that fail to fold by length 21 mostly fold posttranslationally. For instance, for the evolved sequence, 82% of folding trajectories reach the native state by length 21, but of the remaining trajectories, 67.5% remain unfolded at the end of translation. This demonstrates kinetic partitioning (45) ; the additionally translated residues produce kinetic traps in the folding energy landscape. The difference between unevolved and evolved sequences is that for the evolved sequence, a greater proportion of trajectories reach the native state while the nascent chain is less than 21 residues in length, resulting in a higher proportion of cotranslational folding. Other proteins in Group 1 are similar, with a majority of trajectories (>75%) released from the ribosome in the native state for evolved sequences (Fig. S6) .
In contrast, for sequences folding to structure 7, folding does not occur until the nascent chain reaches a length of 25 residues (Figs. 4B and 4D). Compared to the unevolved sequence, the evolved sequence also forms fewer native contacts at nascent chain lengths below 23 residues. Once the nascent chain passes 25 residues in length however, evolved sequence trajectories show rapid folding to native-like conformations. Other proteins in Group 2 similarly fold only toward the end of translation (Fig. S6 ). Upon folding, the full native fold, minus just a few contacts, is achieved. Thus, although many evolved sequences in this second group technically demonstrate cotranslational folding (by folding before the end of translation), the folding process is closer to what would occur for full-length proteins.
Contact order is not a perfect predictor of cotranslational folding, as seen by the split of our medium contact order structures among Group 1 and Group 2. In particular, the evolved sequence for medium contact order structure 6 folds early on during translation. To explore this, we constructed 2D contact maps in which average frequencies of residue-residue contacts at particular nascent chain lengths during translation are averaged across all folding trajectories. Figs. S7, S8, and S9 in the Supporting Material show these contact map-based plots of folding trajectories for unevolved and evolved sequences folding to structures 2, 6, and 7, respectively. For sequences folding to structures 2 and 6 (Figs. S7 and S8), evolution strengthened native contacts and weakened nonnative contacts. Both structures 2 and 6 equally support forming 17 native contacts at a nascent chain length of 20. By this point during translation, nascent chains adopt native-like conformations, from which the rest of the native structure forms. These native-like conformations are cotranslational folding intermediates, stable states on the path to the full-length native structure, similar to intermediates we predicted in our previous work (20) . Contact order roughly predicts whether such cotranslational folding intermediates can form. In contrast, for structure 7 (Fig. S9) , only 10 native contacts can be formed when the nascent chain is 20 residues long, and the nascent chain instead forms more nonnative contacts. For sequences folding to structure 7, evolution weakened both native and nonnative contacts at shorter nascent chain lengths. These observations explain how the evolved sequence for structure 7 forms fewer native contacts at intermediate nascent chain lengths than does the unevolved sequence (Fig. 4B versus Fig. 4D ).
We find further distinctions between Group 1 and Group 2 proteins when examining energetics as a function of nascent chain length. The free energies of native conformations are shown in Fig. S10 of the Supporting Material. Mirroring observations made from analyzing native contacts and contact maps, we observe that for Group 1, evolution increased or maintained the stability of native conformations. On the other hand, for Group 2, evolution destabilized native conformations at shorter nascent chain lengths. This destabilization of native conformations is reflected in native state energies as well. Fig. S10 also shows the energies of native conformations for nascent chain lengths 15-27. For proteins in Group 2, we observe that the C-terminal residues for the evolved sequences contribute a greater fraction of the stabilization of the native state than is the case for the unevolved sequences. This pattern explains why evolved native energies for structures folding either early or late during translation are different in magnitude (Fig. 2, bottom) . Overall, we find that the native structure of a protein determines how many native contacts are available at a nascent chain length, which decides whether the nascent chain can stably fold. This in turn influences whether evolution strengthens or weakens contacts made by residues at particular nascent chain lengths. For Group 1 proteins, folding trajectories that do not reach the native conformation while the nascent chain is 15-20 residues long mostly fold posttranslationally (Figs. 4A, 4C, and S6). This suggests that folding kinetics slows with increasing nascent chain length for these proteins. To investigate this, in vitro first passage times to the native state-the full-length protein starts in an extended conformation-were measured. We compare first passage times of unevolved and evolved sequences to those of sequences obtained from evolution under the "no translation" scenario (Fig. 5) ; the latter sequences, by design, are optimized for in vitro folding. Compared to the unevolved sequences, both evolved and evolved, "no translation" sequences have faster folding kinetics. More significant, the four evolved sequences in Group 1 (structures 1, 2, 3, and 6) have slower first passage times compared to their "no translation" counterparts as well as compared to sequences in Group 2 (structures 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9). The in vitro first passage times of the evolved sequences that fold early on during translation are only moderately improved compared to those of their initial, unevolved counterparts.
Kinetic characterizations contrast cotranslational folding with in vitro folding
These differences in kinetics between sequences reflect different selection pressures during evolution. When undergoing translation, evolved sequences in Group 1 fold to stable, native-like conformations at lengths of 15-20 residues. Additional translated residues then add to an existing native structure. Any slow-folding intermediates that form when folding from the fully unfolded state are thereby avoided. One consequence demonstrated here is that proteins that have evolved to fold cotranslationally have slow in vitro folding kinetics. Vectorial synthesis reduces the selection pressure for fast folding kinetics when proteins can start folding cotranslationally.
We further characterized the kinetics of our sequences by measuring first passage times to native conformations at chain lengths of 15 through 27 residues. We fit our data to a simple three-state, three-parameter model (see Extended Methods and Fig. S1 of the Supporting Material). The fitted kinetic parameters are shown in Fig. S11 of 
Proteins that fold early on during translation benefit from mid-sequence slow codons omitted. 1800 independent evolutionary simulations were performed for each sequence. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals calculated using Goodman's method. Statistical significances of deviations from the neutral expectation of 1/27 were evaluated using independent binomial tests.
(E) The median contact order of protein substructures preceding evolutionarily conserved rare codons compared to the median contact order of substructures preceding random positions in genes without rare codons at different P-value thresholds for evolutionary conservation of the rare codons. The number of genes with conserved rare codons at each P-value threshold is indicated inside the bars; the remaining genes without rare codons were used to generate random substructures with lengths distributed according to a geometric distribution. Distributions of contact orders were tested for statistically significant differences using the Mann-Whitney U test (two-sided). (F) The distributions of contact orders for substructures preceding rare codons and for substructures preceding random positions at the 10 -3 P-value threshold for evolutionary conservation. For all panels, *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0001.
Thus far, our studies have examined nonsynonymous sequence changes, but another aspect of protein translation is that codon identity influences translation rates, which can affect protein folding efficiency (46) . Furthermore, slowly translating rare codons represent a bioinformatic signature of cotranslational folding (19, 20) . We next investigated the effects of changing the elongation intervals for different codon positions. Here, we restrict our investigation only to evolved sequences.
Estimated translation rates for different codons in E. coli differ by up to an order of magnitude (47) . We simulated the effect of rare codon substitution on translation speeds by increasing the elongation interval of individual residues tenfold (from 20,000 to 200,000 time units). Note that increasing the elongation interval for the Nth codon means that the translating protein spends additional time while at a length of N-1 residues. We performed MC simulations of translation and folding, increasing the elongation interval for single residues and measuring the proportion of trajectories folding cotranslationally. Results from these simulations for evolved sequences folding to structures 2 and 7 are shown in Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B , respectively, and results for all evolved sequences are available in Fig. S12 of the Supporting Material. Introducing slowly translated codons can substantially increase the proportion of folding trajectories folding cotranslationally. For nearly all sequences, increasing the elongation interval of codons at the C-terminus increases the proportion of cotranslational folding (Fig. S12) , with proteins in Group 2 showing more substantial increases in cotranslational folding. Increased cotranslational folding due to C-terminal slow codons is a somewhat trivial effect under our model however, since folding at a nascent chain length of 25 or 26 residues is not very different from folding as a full-length 27-residue protein.
Only sequences folding to structures 2 and 6, from Group 1, show increases in cotranslational folding from increased elongation intervals at mid-sequence positions. These positions reflect nascent chain lengths at which cotranslational folding intermediates become stable, and resembles how rare codons are positioned before putative cotranslational folding intermediates in real proteins (20) .
To confirm that increases in cotranslational folding proportion could provide a fitness advantage and therefore be selected by evolution, we performed evolutionary simulations in which mutations were restricted to slowing translation at specific positions in the sequence, mimicking the effect of synonymous mutation to a rare codons. In these evolutionary simulations, simulation trajectories were stopped once a single synonymous mutation was fixed (see Extended Methods). The distribution of fixed slow codon substitutions for evolved sequences folding to structures 2 and 7 are shown in Fig. 6C and Fig. 6D , respectively; the distributions deviate significantly from the neutral expectation of a uniform distribution (chi-squared test, P < 0.0001). As predicted by the cotranslational folding proportions in Fig. 6A and Fig. 6B , synonymous substitutions to slower codons are selected for by our evolutionary simulations.
Our model results suggest that proteins that can fold early on during translation benefit from translational slowing at specific mid-sequence positions. Since our model proteins that fold early on during translation are also lower in contact order, we wondered whether a bioinformatic signature of cotranslational folding, conserved rare codons, would be more likely to occur for proteins with lower contact orders. A recent study from our group identified conserved rare codons in E. coli and found that such rare codons are frequently positioned downstream of cotranslational folding intermediates, which were independently identified according to a native-centric folding model (20) . We used the rare codons identified in this previous study to measure the contact orders of protein substructures. Here, a substructure is defined as the portion of the native structure from the N-terminus to 30 residues before the location of a codon of interest, which accounts for the ribosome exit tunnel (48) .
For each gene with rare codons, we looked for the first evolutionarily conserved rare codon and measured the contact order of the substructure corresponding to that codon. We then compared this distribution of contact orders to control distributions generated by measuring the contact orders of substructures preceding random positions in genes without conserved rare codons. This analysis was performed at multiple P-value thresholds for determining evolutionary conservation of rare codons (see Extended Methods). We found that protein substructures preceding rare codons have lower contact orders than those of protein substructures preceding randomly drawn positions (Fig. 6E) . Statistical significance declines with decreasing P-value threshold as the number of genes with qualifying rare codon regions decreases. The most statistically significant difference is found at a P-value threshold for rare codon conservation of 10 -3 (Mann-Whitney U test (two-sided), P = 0.0014). The distributions at this conservation threshold are shown in Fig. 6F and have medians of 0.2038 and 0.2332 for rare codon substructures and random substructures, respectively. The same analysis was performed using long-range order, an alternative measure of distant residue contacts (49) , and even greater differences between distributions of long-range order were observed (Fig. S13 in the Supporting Material).
Discussion
Our simulations use a simplified model of protein translation and folding to study how sequences evolve under selection pressure to avoid degradation. The fitness function in our evolutionary model was conceived by considering that proteins can begin to fold during translation and that proteins are vulnerable to degradation while free in solution when not in their native states. We further assume that the folded native state is the functional state for our proteins. In our model, the fitness of a protein sequence depends on its native state stability and folding rate. Since the topology of a protein's native fold affects which native contacts are accessible to nascent chains emerging from the ribosome, we simulated evolution of model proteins with a range of contact orders. We find that whether native-like states are stable early on during translation shapes what folding pathways proteins evolve to optimize.
Folding early on during translation Folding toward the end of translation
Lower contact order Higher contact order
Evolution strengthens contacts Evolution weakens nascent chain contacts Folds cotranslationally Folds posttranslationally
Full-length protein may have slow folding kinetics Folding pathways on and off the ribosome are likely to be similar
Rare codons mid-sequence or at the C-terminus
Rare codons at the C-terminus Our results are summarized in Table 1 . When a protein can fold early on during translation, the protein folds cotranslationally by first folding to a partial-length native structure in which all possible native contacts are formed. Subsequent translated residues then add additional native contacts to this core structure. Evolution strengthens native contacts and weakens nonnative contacts to stabilize the native state. Four of our nine proteins-the three low contact order proteins and one medium contact order protein-follow this pattern. As structural analyses of our proteins found, contact order is a rough indicator for whether the protein native structure supports stable, partial-length conformations that facilitate cotranslational folding. One consequence of evolution in this direction is that there is less selection pressure on the folding kinetics of the fulllength chain, since most folding trajectories involve residue-by-residue cotranslational folding. We observe that for our proteins that fold early on during translation, in vitro folding times-measured from full-length extended conformations-are substantially longer than cotranslational folding times. Experiments on individual proteins have found that refolding from the denatured state is often less efficient than cotranslational folding in terms of folding rate or occurrence of irreversible aggregation (6, 15, 17, 18) . Our simulation results suggest one evolutionary factor for these phenomena: proteins that fold cotranslationally are not under selection to avoid forming slowfolding intermediates encountered when refolding from the denatured state. Consequently, we predict that proteins that fold cotranslationally are more prone to inefficient refolding from denatured states.
Interestingly, our observation of slow in vitro folding kinetics for our evolved proteins which fold early on during translation contradicts the expected relationship between contact order and folding speed (28) . This difference may be because the study of contact order and folding speed has been limited to small proteins capable of in vitro refolding (28, (50) (51) (52) (53) . Indeed, many proteins are unable to refold once denatured in vitro (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) . Although the model proteins in this study are admittedly short in length, their properties can still generalize onto the characteristics of longer, real proteins. We speculate that fast folding kinetics for partial-length nascent chains and slow full-length folding kinetics provides cells with a route for efficient production of long-lived, kinetically stable proteins which, once folded on the ribosome, remain protected from transient unfolding by a high foldingunfolding barrier.
On the other hand, if native-like states are not stable until the protein is nearly fully translated, protein sequences evolve so that the nascent protein chain avoids making native and nonnative contacts that are too strong and trap the nascent chain in incompletely folded states. This pattern of evolution occurs for five of our higher contact order proteins. We observe that compared to unevolved, initial sequences, evolution weakens both native and nonnative contacts formed by the N-terminal portion of the protein. Once a sufficient number of residues are extruded, rapid folding to the native state commences. Although it would be difficult to test whether protein sequences are optimized to avoid forming strong inter-residue interactions unless native-like conformations are stable, it is known that cotranslational chaperones such as trigger factor prevent nascent chains from making aberrant interactions and alter folding pathways (24, 59, 60) .
Our model proteins that fold toward the end of translation are higher contact order proteins. While their folding kinetics are sufficiently fast to fold prior to the end of translation in our simulations, the folding pathways of such proteins while tethered are not likely to differ from in vitro folding pathways. Recent studies on two proteins, the Src SH3 domain and titin I27, observed that ribosome-nascent chain complex folding pathways are similar to off-ribosome folding pathways (61, 62) . We calculate the contact order of these two proteins to be 0.37 and 0.41, respectively; these values are much higher than the median contact order of the E. coli proteins used in our bioinformatics analysis, 0.21. Our simulation results predict that such high contact order proteins should fold toward the end of translation or posttranslationally, which agrees with the experimental findings.
We also investigated the effect of changing the elongation interval for specific positions along our evolved sequences to simulate the effect of substitution to rare, slowly translating synonymous codons. These results show that slowly translating codons increase the folding efficiency of our proteins and provide an example of evolutionary selection on synonymous codons. Our results are in agreement with a recent study that showed that synonymous substitutions in a gene diminish fitness by increasing protein degradation (63) . Increasing the elongation interval at mid-sequence positions increases folding efficiency only for model proteins that can fold early on during the translation process. We used an existing dataset of conserved rare codons in E. coli genes to probe whether contact order has any association with conserved rare codons (20) . By comparing the contact orders of protein substructures preceding conserved rare codons to the contact orders of substructures preceding random positions in genes without conserved rare codons, we find that the contact orders of the former distribution is lower than the contact order of the latter. Our findings show that native structure topology indeed influences whether a nascent chain is likely to cotranslationally fold, with protein substructures with more local topologies (and lower contact order) more likely to precede rare codon stretches in real genes.
In conclusion, our simulations have found that the point at which native-like conformations become thermodynamically stable during translation influences how proteins evolve to fold during translation. Our work predicts that cotranslational folding is more likely to occur in lower contact order proteins. Overall, we find that cotranslational folding is a major factor in evolutionary selection of functional proteins that avoid intracellular degradation.
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Supporting Material Extended Methods
Simplification of expression for total cumulative protein activity
To aid computational evaluation of the protein activity function (Eq. 4, ! "#"$% = ' ( ∫ *(,).(,)/, 0 1
), we introduce a few simplifications and assumptions. First, we observe that .(,) = 0 until some , * , the time that the protein reaches the native state (, * = 0 in the case of cotranslational folding). Therefore, *(,) (Eq. 2) can be written as follows: Eq. S5 enables obtaining an estimate of ! total for a long time period T using a shorter length of simulation that provides estimates of , * and D nat since accurate evaluation of Eq. S5 only requires a posttranslation period of a few multiples of 1/' : .
Detailed description of simulation procedures Evolutionary simulation
Evolutionary simulations carry out the monoclonal evolution scheme described in Fig. 1C . In each generation, a trial point mutation is made to the current protein sequence, and the fitness of the mutant sequence is evaluated using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of translation and folding. As described in the main text, a selection coefficient is calculated from the fitnesses of the mutant and current sequences, and the fixation probability is calculated. The trial mutation is fixed with a probability given by the fixation probability.
MC simulations are stochastic; each individual realization provides a different first passage time, , * , and native state stability, D nat . Multiple independent simulations are required for an accurate fitness evaluation. Thus, in each generation of evolutionary simulation, 64 MC simulations are run. Of these 64 simulations, 48 simulate the mutant sequence, and 16 simulate the current, accepted sequence. The additional evaluations of the current, accepted sequence update the estimate of its fitness and prevent the evolutionary simulation from being stuck on false fitness maxima.
MC simulations provide estimates of , * and D nat . , * is measured with the beginning of the posttranslation phase as time 0. D nat is measured as the proportion of MC steps in which the protein is in its native conformation, from the time that the protein reaches the native state until the end of the simulation. An estimate for fitness is obtained as follows: from the set of MC simulations evaluating a particular sequence, a weighted average for D nat is obtained, with weights given by the length of simulation after the native state is first reached (i.e. total posttranslation time -, * ). Then, Eq. 5 / Eq. S5 is evaluated for each individual value of , * , but using the weighted average D nat , to obtain ! total values for each individual trajectory. A trajectory that failed to reach the native state results in ! "#"$% = 0 for that trajectory. The individual ! total values are averaged to provide an average ! total that is used in Eq. 6 to obtain the fitness estimate.
Four independent evolutionary simulations were run for each initial, unevolved sequence and evolutionary scenario. Simulations were run for 1000 generations (mutation attempts). This work analyzes the evolutionary trajectory for each sequence with the highest ending fitness.
For the evolutionary simulations mimicking evolution of slowly translated, rare synonymous codons described in results section, "Proteins that fold early on during translation benefit from mid-sequence slow codons," the simulation code was modified so that mutations had the effect of lengthening the elongation interval by tenfold at a particular position while the protein sequence remained unchanged. Although the number of synonymous codons varies with amino acid in real organisms, here, mutations to slow codons were equally probable for each residue along the chain. In this mode of simulation, a simulation was stopped once a single synonymous mutation was accepted. For each protein sequence studied, 1800 independent evolutionary simulations were performed to collect adequate statistics on accepted synonymous mutations.
The evolutionary simulation code is available at https://github.com/proteins247/evolutionary_dynamics.
MC simulations of protein translation and folding
MC simulations use a modified version of the LatPack lattice protein software suite (1). Modifications to LatPack include addition of a high quality random number generator (2), implementation of C-terminal tethering, HDF5 file output, and addition of conformation counting. The "pull moveset" is used for MC dynamics (3), with implementation of the correction suggested by Gyorffy et al. (4) .
Folding simulations are run during every generation of evolutionary simulation to evaluate the fitness of sequences. The program latFoldVec within LatPack runs vectorial folding simulations that alternate MC dynamics with chain elongation while the program latFold runs standard MC dynamics. latFold is used for fitness evaluations under the alternative evolutionary scenarios.
MC simulations of translation and folding (latFoldVec) have two phases: translation and posttranslation. During translation, the C-terminus of the nascent chain is considered tethered. Tethering to the ribosome is represented by an impenetrable and non-interacting straight chain extending from the C-terminus, representing unextruded residues. For the nascent chain to be considered validly tethered, there must be at least one clear path extending from the C-terminus along any Cartesian axis. The simulation program implements this by disallowing any move that would result in the C-terminus from being blocked along all axial directions. The ribosome tethering was implemented in this way because the pull moveset lacks global rotations (3).
Translation begins with a chain length of 5 residues. A fixed period of MC dynamics, given by the elongation interval, alternates with chain extensions until the protein is complete. Following full translation of the protein, there is one additional elongation interval of tethered MC dynamics, representing the ribosome release period. In the posttranslation phase, the protein is no longer conformationally restricted. The length of the posttranslation phase is set to ln(32)/' : time units; a protein that stays unfolded until the end of the posttranslation phase has a 96.875% probability of having been degraded.
The MC simulation code is available at https://github.com/proteins247/latPack.
Procedures for additional MC simulations
During evolutionary simulation, the MC simulations of translation and folding that are run each generation to estimate the fitness of sequences use a posttranslation period of ln(32)/' : time units. But to obtain accurate statistics for first passage times, separate latFoldVec simulations with a posttranslation period of 10 9 time units were run on the unevolved, initial sequences as well as the final sequences at the end of the evolutionary simulation. 900 independent trajectories were run for each sequence, and protein conformations were saved every 2000 MC steps.
To estimate stabilities of native state conformations for full-length proteins and truncated nascent chains (Fig. S10) , equilibrium simulations of length 2 × 10 X time units were run using latFold. Five independent trajectories were run for each sequence and chain length, and protein conformations were saved every 5000 MC steps. Only the second half of every trajectory was used for analysis.
For simulations to measure folding kinetics at each chain length (Fig. S11) , MC simulations were run using latFold starting from an extended, tethered conformation for nascent chain lengths 15 through 27. The untethered full-length 27-mer chains were simulated as well. First passage times to the native conformation were measured using 900 simulations per sequence and chain length. These simulations had a maximum length of 2 × 10 Y time units.
To measure the effect of changing the translation schedule on cotranslational folding, MC simulations of translation and folding were run using latFoldVec in which the elongation interval for a particular residue was lengthened 10-fold (from 20,000 time units to 200,000 time unitssee parameter selection below). 1500 independent simulations were run per condition.
Simulation parameter selection
Simulation parameters were chosen so that ratios of timescales between translation, protein folding, and degradation are biologically reasonable. Supplementary tables and figures gives a listing of the parameters.
Protein folding speed was used to relate timescales in lattice protein simulations to timescales of biological processes. Although protein folding timescales span several orders of magnitude for both real proteins and lattice proteins, it is the primary measurable timescale in simulations, from which we bootstrapped the other simulation parameters. Zou et al. calculate a mean folding time of 100 ms for the E. coli proteome (5), while per residue translation times for E. coli range from 20 ms for commonly used codons to 100 to 400 ms for infrequently used codons (6) . These data suggest that that folding time for an average protein and translation times are on about the same timescale.
Our initial sequences for the nine lattice protein structures used in simulations had significant kinetic traps that slowed folding, and the median mean first passage time among the nine initial sequences was 1.8 × 10 \ . But from previous experiments, we observed that optimized lattice proteins fold in the 10 4 to low 10 5 time unit range. Indeed, when our nine lattice protein sequences were evolved under the "no translation" scenario, the average mean first passage time was 7 × 10^ time units (Fig. 5A) . Thus, we set the chain elongation interval in our simulations to 20,000 time units per residue, modeling the use of common, fast-translating codons.
With translation time set, we next considered the degradation rate for unfolded proteins, ' : . Experimental studies have found that unstable proteins have a half-life of a few minutes (7-9), or a three orders of magnitude difference between translation times and degradation timescales. Our simulations used ' : = 5 × 10 P\ , corresponding to a timescale (1 / ' : ) of 2 × 10 _ time units, or just one order of magnitude greater than translation time. Although this timescale is admittedly fast, the functional form of our fitness function means that faster first passage times always lead to higher fitness, so our faster degradation timescale only exaggerates the selection pressure. This degradation timescale is motivated by the goal of studying regimes in which protein folding times are slow relative to degradation.
The time period that the protein is biologically relevant (and the time period over which protein activity is measured), T, was set based on the cell cycle time since dilution via growth of cellular volume is the main factor responsible for loss of stable proteins (10) . T was set to 1 × 10 Y time units, based on the four orders of magnitude difference between translation times and cell cycle times (10 -1 s vs 10 3 s for E. coli (11) ). The parameter, ! 1 , sets the scale for ! total /T in the fitness function (Eq. 6). ! 1 was set at 0.25 for all simulations. The value of 0.25 roughly requires that an individual protein be active for a timescale around a quarter of the cell cycle.
The population size, N, which is used in Eq. 7 to calculate the fixation probability, was set to 500. Note that N has a minor impact on the evolutionary process since ` affects the probability of fixation, a, only when the selection coefficient, b, is close to 0, in which case the probability of fixation is small anyway.
Finally, the temperature for all lattice protein simulations was kT = 0.20. The interaction potential in MC simulations is a 20x20 interaction matrix defined by Miyazawa and Jernigan (Table VI) (12) . To characterize the kinetics of the nascent chains, we performed folding simulations for each nascent chain length, starting the proteins in extended conformations and measuring the first passage time to their native conformations. Folding kinetics were measured for unevolved and evolved sequences of all nine structures at nascent chain lengths of 15 through 27. The first passage times deviated from single-exponential kinetics in many cases. To characterize the folding kinetics, a simple kinetic model was proposed (Fig. S1 ), in which proteins begin in the unfolded state (U1) and either fold directly with rate k1 or fold to an intermediate state (U2) with rate k12 and then slowly fold at rate k2 The kinetic model is defined by the following system of differential equations:
Procedure for kinetic modeling
First passage time data were fit to the solution (Eq. S8) using least squares. 
Bioinformatic analysis
We used an existing dataset of evolutionarily conserved rare codons to examine the association between contact order and cotranslational folding intermediates (13) . In this previous study, regions of protein-coding genes containing conserved rare codons were identified. Separately, cotranslational folding intermediates were identified using a native-centric model of cotranslational protein folding. It was found that rare codon regions had a high probability of being located downstream of cotranslational folding intermediates. The rare codons in this dataset are therefore a proxy for cotranslational folding intermediates, particularly intermediates whose folding kinetics benefit from slowing the translation rate so that the nascent chain can fold.
The dataset consists of 511 E. coli genes, corresponding to cytosolic proteins shorter than 500 residues in length. Codon rarity was determined by aligning genes to homologous sequences in 17 other prokaryotic genomes. A 15-codon region centered on a particular codon is considered enriched in rare codons and evolutionarily conserved if at least 14 out of 18 aligned genes have
corresponding regions sufficiently enriched in rare codons (the particular threshold for a region varies with the amino acids in the region and the overall rate of rare codon usage in a gene). Furthermore, each 15-codon region has an associated P-value for observing a particular level of enrichment by chance. The P-value is important because certain amino acid compositions make it possible to observe an enriched region by chance. Decreasing the P-value threshold increases the stringency by which rare codon regions are identified. This decreases the overall number of rare codon regions, but it was shown that more stringently thresholded rare codon regions are more likely to be downstream of predicted cotranslational folding intermediates (13) .
To perform our analysis, we downloaded structures for proteins in the dataset from the Protein Data Bank (14) . A single structure was chosen for each gene on the basis of resolution and sequence coverage. Rare codon locations were identified based on an enrichment threshold of 0.75 and varying P-value thresholds, as was previously done (13) . In identifying conserved rare codons, the first 80 codons were ignored, since rare codons at the 5' end of a transcript may be conserved for reasons such as efficient translation initiation (13) . Eq. 8 was used to calculate contact order (15) . A pair of residues was determined to be in contact if the distance between at least one pair of heavy atoms from the two residues is below 4.5 Å and if the two residues are greater than 4 residues apart in the protein sequence (|h − i| > 4). The latter criterion, which excludes very local contacts, was included to make the contact order measure weighted more toward long-distance contacts and less toward secondary structure.
We chose to study the contact order of substructures of our proteins in order to calculate the contact order of the portion of the protein that would be outside the ribosome exit tunnel when a particular codon region of interest is being translated, under the presumption that the nascent chain is in the native conformation of the protein, as defined by the PDB structure. Given a particular codon in a sequence, the corresponding protein substructure consists of all residues from the N-terminus to 30 residues before the particular codon. The 30 residue spacing accounts for the portion of the nascent chain that is still conformationally restricted by the ribosome exit tunnel (16) .
For each gene with conserved rare codons, we calculated the contact order of the protein substructure preceding the first (from the N-terminus/5'-end, excluding the first 80 codons) evolutionarily conserved rare codon region. We compared the distribution of these contact orders to the contact orders of random protein substructures from genes without conserved rare codons. Random codon positions in genes were chosen by sampling from a geometric distribution. The parameter for the geometric distribution was determined by fitting to the distribution of locations of the first evolutionarily conserved rare codon regions. The geometric distribution was also shifted so its minimum value matched the position of the conserved rare codon that is closest to the N-terminus in the dataset. 25 random positions were sampled for each gene without rare codons. This comparison over substructures was performed for several reasons: 1, contact order is anticorrelated with protein length (17); 2, genes with conserved rare codons tend to be longer than genes without; and 3, we wanted our contact order measurements to be determined by the native topology of the extruded portion of the protein, not by the entire protein. Table S1 : Simulation parameters and comparison to biological values. Protein folding timescales for real proteins and lattice proteins were compared. The ratios between various biological timescales was used to set simulation parameters. Trajectories are plotted by absolute native contact count (blue), and nascent chain length is also plotted on the same axis (orange). Simulations begin from a chain length of 5 residues. The plotted data were recorded at an interval of 5000 MC steps, but the horizontal axis is shown in terms of time, defined as MC step/protein length (e.g. data points are 500 time units apart when a protein is 10 residues long and 185 time units apart when a protein is 27 residues long). Trajectories were taken from unevolved sequences (left) and evolved sequences (right), annotated with the generations at which sequences were accepted. Note that during evolutionary simulation, multiple MC simulation trajectories are used to estimate D E$" and , * for each sequence. Generations with accepted mutations are plotted. The fitness, folding stability, and folding success rate of accepted mutations are shown. Folding success rate is defined as the fraction of folding trajectories that fold within the posttranslation time period of ln(32) /' : time units. Folding success rate is used as a proxy for folding speed because MC folding simulations run for fitness assessments are shorter than the longest folding times encountered. ), first passage time to the native state, and native state energy. First passage times are measured using MC simulations of translation and folding, boxplot whiskers show the 5th and 95th percentile values, and , = 0 is the moment of release from the ribosome. For "no folding" evolved sequences 2, 3, and 6, 2 out of 900, 5 out of 900, and 81 out of 900 simulations, respectively, failed to fold within the posttranslation period of 10 9 time units. The native contacts are marked by points (upper and lower triangles), and the frequency that a contact is observed is indicated by color intensity (lower triangle, only). Native contacts are shown in red, whereas non-native contacts are shown in blue. A region where non-native contacts are weakened and native contacts strengthened as a result of evolution is shown by the green boxes at length 16. The native contacts are marked by points (upper and lower triangles), and the frequency that a contact is observed is indicated by color intensity (lower triangle, only). Native contacts are shown in red, whereas non-native contacts are shown in blue. A region where non-native contacts are weakened and native contacts strengthened as a result of evolution is shown by the green boxes at length 19. The native contacts are marked by points (upper and lower triangles), and the frequency that a contact is observed is indicated by color intensity (lower triangle, only). Native contacts are shown in red, whereas non-native contacts are shown in blue. A region where both native and non-native contacts are weakened as a result of evolution is shown by the green boxes at length 18. ) and is further destabilized in evolved sequences. For structures in this group, the C-terminal residue of evolved sequences contributes to a greater fraction of the total native state energy than is the case for unevolved sequences. Statistical significances of differences in fraction folding cotranslationally (compared to translation using a flat translation schedule) were evaluated using chi-squared tests. *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0001. Longrange order is a count of long-distance contacts in a protein structure (> 8 residues apart in primary sequence), normalized by the number of residues in the structure (18) . The same analysis described in the main text using contact order (Fig. 6 ) was performed using long-range order. Top: The median long-range order of protein substructures preceding evolutionarily conserved rare codons compared to the median long-range order of substructures preceding random positions in genes without rare codons at different P-value thresholds for evolutionary conservation of the rare codons. The number of genes with conserved rare codons at each P-value threshold is indicated inside the bars. The remaining genes without rare codons were used to generate the random substructures with lengths distributed according to a geometric distribution. Statistical significance of differences in long-range order distributions was tested using the Mann-Whitney U test (two-sided). *: P < 0.05, **: P < 0.01, ***: P < 0.001, ****: P < 0.0001. Bottom: The distributions of long-range orders for substructures preceding rare codons and for substructures preceding random positions at the 10 -3 P-value threshold for evolutionary conservation.
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